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Editorial

British ideology

is an infectious disease

Whether it turns out to be the case that "Mad Cow"

Kevorkian, this monster who advocates that "useless

beef, the ban on British beef exports is fully warranted,

eaters," i.e., the disabled, be put to death, but it declared

because the British have shown that they cannot be

him to be a "hero." For this official voice of British

trusted to meet international public health standards.

medicine, the fact that Kevorkian now openly assists in

Even more urgent, however, is the necessity to ban the

the suicide of people who are not fatally ill, but merely

export of British ideology, and to drive spokesman for

have painfully disabling diseases, is considered honor

that ideology out of office, before they destroy the via

able and courageous.

bility of entire nations.

This representative of the British medical commu

Just as it was the British who intervened in Germany

nity also attacks the American Medical Association, for

to bring Adolf Hitler to power, so, too, are they attempt

its consistent opposition to the whole idea of assisted

ing to destroy republican government everywhere. A

suicide, and because it has condemned Kevorkian's ac

case in point is their attempt to establish a fascist regime

tions in particular. For the British Medical Journal, it is

in the United States, through their continuous barrage

sufficient that Dr. Death does not charge fees for his

of scurrilous attacks on President Clinton, coupled with

services in terminating an individual's life, to establish

their support of neo-conservatives (more aptly named

his credentials.
Another striking instance of how the British give

neo-Nazis).
Austerity measures of the kind being advocated by

support to Nazis, is the case of Lamm, who has openly

with

stated that elderly Americans have a duty to die and get

America crowd, and by Ross Perot and his supporters,

out of the way for the next generation. Lamm appears

are the short road to death camps such as Auschwitz.

to be in line to become the Presidental candidate of Ross

House

72

British Medical Journal not only failed to denounce

disease can be transmitted to humans by eating infected

Speaker

Newt

Gingrich's

Contract

Nazism was, and is, a deadly attack against the sacred

Perot's Reform Party. He is calling for cuts in Medicare

ness of human life, against man created in the living

ten times greater than those proposed by President Clin

image of God. But Nazism was not a German phenom

ton, and he also wishes to raise the age at which people

enon. Rather, it was the deliberate creation of an inter

would qualify for Social Security benefits.

national oligarchy, led by the British oligarchy, and

Lamm is supported by the Hollinger Corp.-owned

supported by the royal houses of Europe. The British

British Daily Telegraph newspaper. In an article on

Empire was racist through and through, and before the

June 10, Lamm was welcomed as a "breath of fresh

Second World War, the British organized an interna

air" in the American Presidential race, and it reported,

tional pro-euthanasia movement which supported Hit

hopefully, that Lamm might run for President on Perot's

ler's racism.

Reform Party ticket.

Today, the British are using every means in their

Another case in point of these British-supported

power to destroy republican government in the United

Nazi policies, is the legislation promoted by Pennsylva

States. They are also giving support to genocidalists

nia's governor, Tom Ridge. LaRouche Democrats are

who are much more blunt about their intentions than

currently spearheading a movement to impeach this fas

were Hitler and his followers. One such is the quintes

cist, who is trying to impose austerity measures on

sential Nazi doctor, Jack Kevorkian; another, is former

Pennsylvanians which would deny health care to the

Colorado Gov. Richard Lamm.

poor and elderly.

Kevorkian has been rightly called "Dr. Death" for

It is crucial, if humanity itself is to survive, that a

his role in so-called "assisted suicide" -which, prop

quarantine be declared against the British royal family,

erly identified, is murder. But on June 8, the prestigious

and all those who support them.
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